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Plant cells form a network of parallel microtubules (MTs) at the cell cortex that are aligned perpendicular to the growth axis. Cortical MTs provide tracks for the plasma membrane-associated cellulose synthase complex to take linear trajectories when synthesizing cellulose microfibrils that are deposited in the nascent cell wall [1] . Thus, these MTs directly influence the growth and form of plants. Compared to animal cells in which interphase MTs typically have turnover rates over 10-20 times slower than those in dividing cells, cortical MTs turn over at rates comparable to those in mitotic and cytokinetic arrays in plant cells [2] . So exactly what are the advantages for sessile plant cells to establish such a highly dynamic MT array when they are not dividing? The answer may have to do with the fact that plant cells typically cannot escape from various biotic and abiotic stresses imposed on them by the ever-changing environment. When plant cells are challenged by biotic or abiotic stresses, rapid disassembly of cortical MTs often is an immediate response [3, 4] . There are two possible consequences following MT depolymerization. The cells may undergo programmed cell death, for example, in the process of hypersensitive responses to pathogens. Alternatively, the cells may be at an early phase of adaptation to sudden changes of the surrounding environment by remodeling the MT network. For example, hyperosmotic treatment of wheat root cells results in the formation of endoplasmic MT bundles after transient disappearance of the cortical MT network [5] . Another study demonstrated that a-tubulin was rapidly phosphorylated in response to hyperosmotic stresses in both rice and Arabidopsis thaliana [6] . So what is the consequence of tubulin phosphorylation? Which enzyme acts as the tubulin kinase in plant cells? In this issue of Current Biology, Fujita et al. [7] have answered these questions by characterizing the PHS1 (Propyzamide HyperSensitive1) protein in A. thaliana.
The semidominant phs1-1 mutant exhibits hypersensitivity to low doses of the MT-depolymerizing herbicide propyzamide [8] . The primary amino acid sequence PHS1 indicates that it harbors a mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) phosphatase domain toward its carboxy terminus. Indeed, the phosphatase activity of PHS1 was confirmed in vitro on the terminal MPK18 kinase of a MAPK cascade [9] . However, later experiments performed by Hashimoto and colleagues showed that the phs1-5 null mutant formed seedlings that were morphologically indistinguishable from wild type when challenged by propyzamide [10] . The study also showed that PHS1 has a diffuse localization pattern in the cytoplasm. This is rather unusual, as most proteins that regulate MT dynamics would show localization either along MTs or at the ends of the filaments.
The disproval of a direct impact of the phosphatase domain on MT stability drew the authors' attention to the rest of the 922 amino acid PHS1 polypeptide. At first, they found that a truncated PHS1 lacking the phosphatase domain was sufficient to induce MT depolymerization in vivo. Such an effect could be blocked by the co-expression of PHS1's phosphatase domain [7] . The authors then pinpointed a central domain which bears limited sequence homology to actin-fragmin kinase in the slime mold Physarum. Previously, a-tubulin was found to be phosphorylated at Thr349 when under hyperosmotic stresses or by challenges to MT dynamics [6] . Voila, PHS1 is indeed a tubulin kinase! Thr349 is an absolutely conserved residue among eukaryotic a-tubulins and resides in the contact site facing b-tubulin, between tubulin heterodimers within the protofilament. Fujita et al. confirmed that the phosphomimetic TUA6 T349D mutant protein was incompetent for MT polymerization in vitro [7] , recapitulating the in vivo data published earlier [6] . Therefore, phosphorylation of a-tubulin leads to the conversion of polymerization competent a-tubulins into incompetent ones, and consequently the reduction of unphosphrylated a-tubulin in the cytoplasmic tubulin pool. Because plant cortical MTs turn over rather rapidly, a-tubulin phosphorylation can be rapidly translated into the disassembly of these MTs in interphase cells.
Common posttranslational modifications of tubulins are acetylation of a-tubulin, glutamylation and glycosylation of both a-and b-tubulins, and detyrosination of a-tubulin [11] . These modifications often lead to stabilization of MTs. For example, MTs with acetylated a-tubulin represent a subpopulation of stable MTs [12] . Conversely, it has also been shown that phosphorylation of b-tubulin, by the cyclin-dependent kinase, would inhibit the incorporation of the dimers containing such a modified tubulin subunit into polymerizing filaments [13] . Although a phosphatase-inactive PHS1 mutant could induce depolymerization of MTs in mammalian cells upon ectopic expression as it did in plant cells [7] , currently it is unclear whether animals produce an analogous tubulin kinase to regulate MT turnover. PHS1 homologs can be found among photosynthetic organisms from green algae to angiosperms. Thus, PHS1 takes part in a conserved regulatory mechanism for MT turnovers among these organisms.
Lastly, the authors tested whether PHS1 indeed functioned as an effector enzyme when cells perceive hyperosmotic stresses. The null phs1-5 mutant became convenient in their experiments. Not only was a-tubulin no longer phosphorylated when the phs1-5 seedlings were treated with high concentrations of NaCl or sorbitol, cortical MTs also became resistant against these challenges in the mutant cells [7] . Therefore, the authors concluded that PHS1 decodes the hyperosmotic stress signal for MT depolymerization.
Hyperosmotic stresses, like other abiotic stress, typically lead to the activation of MAPK cascades before plant cells take further action [14] . PHS1 contains a kinase-interacting motif (KIM) toward its amino terminus [10] , and indeed it can directly interact with MPK18 [9] . In addition, the null mpk18-1 mutation can suppress the propyzamide hypersensitive phenotype caused by the phs1-1 mutation. While MPK18 can be a substrate of PHS1 as a phosphatase, it is unclear whether PHS1 is phosphorylated by MPK18 or other MAPK cascades. Furthermore, it is yet to be tested whether MPK18 is activated after cells respond to hyperosmotic stresses.
It should be noted that PHS1 is not the only protein that regulates MT assembly when plant cells are under salt stresses. SPIRAL1 (SPR1), a plant-specific MT plus end-tracking protein, antagonizes the depolymerization challenge to cortical MT organization brought about by salt stresses [15] . When plant cells are exposed to high concentrations of NaCl, SPR1 is rapidly degraded via the 26S proteasome pathway [16] . Elevated SPR1 expression would lead to hypersensitivity to salt stresses [16] , possibly because cortical MTs failed to be disassembled promptly for remodeling. It would be interesting to learn whether PHS1 and SPR1 are directly connected when plant cells remodel the cortical MT network in response to imbalanced salt.
Among other remaining questions, a critical one is how the Arg64-to-Cys substitution in the KIM domain, caused by the phs1-1 mutation, alters the function of PHS1 in vivo so that cortical MTs become hypersensitive to MT-depolymerizing agents. Furthermore, it is particularly intriguing how stress signals lift the inhibitory effect imposed by PHS1's intramolecular phosphatase domain in order to activate this atypical tubulin kinase.
In summary, the authors have demonstrated that a-tubulin phosphorylation by PHS1, as a consequence of hyperosmotic stress perception by plant cells, causes rapid disassembly of cortical MTs.
